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DARIO COLOGNA SEIZES 2012 TOUR DE SKI
HELLNER AND NORTHUG JUMP ON THE PODIUM

No rivals for the Swiss in Val di Fiemme (Italy)
Swedish Marcus Hellner grabs the silver medal
Multi World Champion Petter Northug jr. comes in third
Val di Fiemme keeps training for the 2013 Nordic Worlds


No doubt about it. The Final Climb uphill race on the Italian Alpe Cermis is Dario Cologna’s stuff. And so is Viessmann FIS Tour de Ski, for the third time in career, after the 2009 and 2011 victories. The Swiss skier has impressed for his power, concentration and skills today, and once again crossed first the finish line and completely alone. 
‘Everything was just perfect in this year’s Tour de Ski’, said Cologna after the race. ‘On the uphill I could feel my legs getting tired and tired, but I knew I had earned enough advantage seconds in the flat part that I could control and enjoy it at that point’. When you win three Tour de Skis in four years, you perhaps have a secret for it. ‘Tour de Ski is special in many ways’, continued Cologna, ‘it’s a 9-race long journey across Europe and you are under pressure every single day. You have to be able to recover fast, other than getting on the podium as often as you can. Bonus seconds are also very important, and in the end those who manage to get all this done at their best, well, there is a good chance to see them on the eventual podium’.
The unexpected news today have come from Sweden’s Marcus Hellner who, in the first half of the race, managed to close the initial 44.5 seconds gap from Petter Northug and overcome him on the steepest stretch of the track (28% gradient). ‘I knew Dario Cologna was too far away, and then focused on the second place’, said two-time Olympic gold medallist Hellner. ‘I also knew that it would have been possible to seize him on the uphill, and so I did. Once I caught him, I expected Northug to keep my pace for longer, and when I saw him losing seconds behind myself I focused even more on the second place.’ 
>From Petter Northug, after three second places in a row in the last three series, everyone perhaps did expect the gold, but only the bronze eventually got in. ‘I tried to focus on the second place’, said Northug right after today’s race, ‘but I never found the right pace even if I wanted to attack. Cologna was too ahead and I couldn’t keep up with his speed. When I saw Hellner getting closer, I was out of energies and couldn’t but let him pass on’.
This year’s Tour de Ski two-day event has been part of the Pre-World Championships season, a crucial test for the Nordic Ski Fiemme OC that in one year will be hosting the World Championships. Next weekend, Val di Fiemme and the Ski Jumping arena in Predazzo are hosting the first ever Women’s Ski Jumping World Cup.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com

Men - arrival order:

1) COLOGNA Dario SUI 31:44.1; 2) HELLNER Marcus SWE 32:46.4; 3) NORTHUG Petter jr. NOR 33:28.7; 
4) KERSHAW Devon CAN 33:53.5; 5) LEGKOV Alexander RUS 34:43.2; 6) BAUER Lukas CZE 35:06.4; 7)  MANIFICAT Maurice FRA 35:27.8; 8) VYLEGZHANIN Maxim RUS 35:56.5; 9) JAKS Martin CZE 36:04.3; 10) CHERNOUSOV Ilia RUS 36:13.2 



